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William H. Hall Chapter of the Year
IFC Winner: Triangle Fraternity
MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi

Member of the Year
IFC Winner: Jackson Clark (Triangle Fraternity)
MCGC Winner: Susie Fan (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Courtney Pugh (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Kelsey Bartalsky (Alpha Gamma Delta)
PHA Winner: Ally Bennett (Chi Omega)

Most Improved Chapter
IFC Winner: Alpha Tau Omega
IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
MCGC Winner: Kappa Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
PHA Winner: Alpha Phi

Excellence in Risk Management and Harm Reduction
IFC Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
IFC Winner: Sigma Chi
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Delta Delta Delta

Excellence in Membership Development
IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Delta Delta Delta

Excellence in Inclusive Excellence
IFC Winner: Pi Lambda Phi
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi
Outstanding Risk Management and Harm Reduction Program
MCGC Winner: Multicultural Greek Council (Donut Haze)
MCGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc. (Nobility Committee)
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. (Code Blu)
PHA Winner: Kappa Kappa Gamma (Alcohol, Drugs and Their Interactions)

Outstanding Membership Development Program
IFC Winner: Triangle Fraternity (Career Prep Night)
MCGC Winner: Multicultural Greek Council (Mental Health General Body Meeting)
MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc. and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. (Healthy Lifestyles)
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. (Business Konnections)
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi (Body Positivity)

Outstanding Inclusive Excellence Program
IFC Winner: Pi Lambda Phi (Elimination of Prejudice Week)
MCGC Winner: Multicultural Greek Council (MCGC Gala)
MCGC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. (Black Girl Magic)
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. (Girlfriend, Can We Talk?)
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi (Preventing Anti-Semitism on College Campuses)

Excellence in Innovation
IFC Winner: Triangle Fraternity (Canoe Battleship)
NPHC Winner: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. (Ice an Alpha)
PHA Winner: Alpha Gamma Delta (Counseling Services)
PHA Winner: Alpha Phi (Member Education/Retention)
PHA Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta (Newsletters)

Outstanding Marketing or PR
IFC Winner: Triangle Fraternity
MCGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Kappa Delta
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi
Outstanding Chapter Leadership
IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Delta Zeta

Outstanding Council Officer
IFC Winner: Sam Robinson (Phi Gamma Delta)
MCGC Winner: Chloe Kang (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
MCGC Winner: Michelle Lee (Kappa Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Caronique Campbell (Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Sophie Robinson (Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Autumn Bryant (Alpha Omicron Pi)
PHA Winner: Paige Davidson (Alpha Phi)
PHA Winner: Kacie Pappas (Gamma Phi Beta)
PHA Winner: Cali Halperin (Phi Sigma Rho)

Outstanding SFL Involvement
IFC Winner: Robert Duncan (Phi Gamma Delta)
IFC Winner: Christopher Hernandez (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
MCGC Winner: Jill Patel (Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Devon Stith (Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Christopher Scott (Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Kelsey Bartalsky (Alpha Gamma Delta)
PHA Winner: Lindsay Shearer (Alpha Phi)
PHA Winner: Cali Halperin (Phi Sigma Rho)

Outstanding University Involvement
IFC Winner: Daniel Meyerhoff (Phi Gamma Delta)
IFC Winner: Jacob Chang (Triangle Fraternity)
MCGC Winner: Wesley Nguyen (Lambda Phi Epsilon International Fraternity, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Zoë Grace Hargrove (Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Nevaeh Miller (Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Ava Miller (Delta Zeta)
PHA Winner: Kate Gomez (Pi Beta Phi)
Outstanding New Member
IFC Winner: Brandon Venezia (Phi Gamma Delta)
MCGC Winner: Jessie Li (Kappa Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Faith Metlock (Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Zack Hailu (Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: KaVeon Williams (Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Susannah Halsey (Alpha Omicron Pi)
PHA Winner: Alex Criss (Delta Delta Delta)

Fraternal Friendship
Winner: Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa Tau, Alpha Chi Omega, Zeta Tau Alpha (Sock Drive)
Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Outstanding Campus/Community Partner
Winner: Social Change
Winner: Off-Campus Commuter Student Engagement
Winner: Lawrence Williamson, Jr.

Outstanding Service Initiative
IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon (Very Sharey Food Drive)
IFC Winner: Triangle Fraternity (StarHouse)
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. (Women’s Care Winter Baskets)
NPHC Winner: Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. (2021 Thanksgiving Turkey Drive)
PHA Winner: Delta Delta Delta (NSI Food Pantry)

Outstanding Philanthropic Initiative
IFC Winner: Pi Kappa Phi (The Ability Experience)
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha (Healthy Minds and Healthy Lifestyle)
PHA Winner: Alpha Phi (Red Dress Gala)
PHA Winner: Delta Delta Delta (St. Jude Spirit Week)

Outstanding Citizen
IFC Winner: Robert Duncan (Phi Gamma Delta)
MCGC Winner: Melva Tacuri Vera (Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Hannah Tiller (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Ally Smalley (Delta Delta Delta)
Outstanding Graduate Chapter/Alumni Advisory Board
  IFC Winner: Pi Lambda Phi

Outstanding Chapter Advisor
  IFC Winner: Matt Deptola (Delta Sigma Pi)
  NPHC Winner: Kiaira Zachary (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.)
  PHA Winner: Melissa Ellis (Alpha Gamma Delta)

Outstanding Chapter Advocate
  IFC Winner: Jordan Gomes (Alpha Tau Omega)
  MCGC Winner: Ngoc Nguyen (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
  NPHC Winner: Dr. Judson Jeffries (Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.)
  PHA Winner: Nick Fowler (Alpha Gamma Delta)

Outstanding House Director/Facility Manager
  IFC Winner: Bryan Fuerst (Delta Sigma Phi)
  PHA Winner: Rachel Schrantz (Alpha Omicron Pi)

Outstanding Housing Corporation
  IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
  PHA Winner: Delta Delta Delta

Excellence in Academic Development
  IFC Winner: Pi Lambda Phi
  MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
  NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
  PHA Winner: Phi Sigma Rho

Barbara J. Tootle PHA Scholarship
  PHA Winner: Claudia Casey (Alpha Phi)

Outstanding Academic Mentor
  IFC Winner: Joseph Hughes (Triangle Fraternity)
  NPHC Winner: Diamond Williams (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.)
  PHA Winner: Claudia Casey (Alpha Phi)
Highest New Member GPA Spring 2021
IFC Winner: Phi Gamma Delta
MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
PHA Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta

Highest New Member GPA Fall 2021
IFC Winner: Theta Chi
MCGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
PHA Winner: Alpha Sigma Upsilon

Highest GPA Spring 2021
IFC Winner: FarmHouse
MCGC Winner: Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
PHA Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta

Highest GPA Fall 2021
IFC Winner: Theta Chi
MCGC Winner: Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
PHA Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta